The boundary decouple method is a straightforward way for solving moving boundary problems in DSMC, in which molecules are reflected approximately from the wall at the wall's old position. However, the approximation of the collision contact point between molecule and wall will bring some computational errors. In this work, we analytically evaluated the computational errors of the boundary decouple method and found that these errors become unnegligible when the normal velocity of the wall is high. Now a novel and easy-to-implement moving boundary algorithm is presented. In this methodology, molecules are reflected rigorously from the moving wall and the computational errors of boundary decouple method can be removed. Then, this methodology is applied for a series of unsteady rarefied gas flow problems, and the present results show well agreement with analytical solutions and conclusions given in classical papers.
The DSMC method was initially developed by Bird in the early 1960s for use in simple homogeneous relaxation problems, in which a nonequilibrium gas velocity distribution is driven toward equilibrium by intermolecular collisions [39] . In the decades since, DSMC has been applied with great success to a wide variety of hypersonic engineering problems. Unlike most CFD solvers based on numerical methods for partial differential equations. DSMC predicts molecular behavior by Monte Carlo random test, and statistics out macroscopic quantities of flow from macroscopic information of molecules.
However, even for dilute gas, the amount of molecules is so huge that it is impossible to track everyone of them. In order to reduce the cost of the engineering flow simulation to a acceptable range, DSMC mainly makes following two simplifications. 2. Every particle in simulation is regarded as a representative of a large number of real molecules. The number of actual molecules represented by a representative particle in simulation is called scaling factor [1] .
All actual molecules represented by one particle are assumed to share same mass, position coordinates, velocity etc.. Paper [2] suggest that for slip flows the particle number per cell should be greater than 20 and the scaling factor should be less than 10 10 , for transition flows the particle number per cell should be larger than 10 and the scaling factor should be less than 10 9 . Statistical fluctuations will increase with the scaling factor. These non-physical fluctuations can be reduced by timeaveraging for steedy flows and ensemble-averaging for unsteedy flows.
In most papers, DSMC is used to simulate steady flows of fixed boundary condition. However, there are a lot of unsteady rarefied flows involving mov-ing boundary in engineering, such as separation of spacecraft. The boundary decouple method is a straightforward way to solve moving boundary problems for DSMC. In the boundary decouple method, molecules are reflected approximately from the wall at the wall's old position [3] . But the boundary decouple method can not accurately simulate the moving boundary flows because it does not accurately calculate the collision contact point between molecules and the wall. As concluded later, the error accumulation rate of the boundary decouple method is proportional to the wall normal velocity, and the errors caused by the boundary decouple method cannot be weaken by shorten the time step of the simulation. Therefore, this method cannot be applied to the high-speed moving wall engineering flows. Bird proposed a rigorous moving boundary algorithm for DSMC [4] called piston boundary, which can precisely calculate the collision contact point between molecule and wall in one-dimensional situation. However, it is difficult to extend the piston boundary method to multi-dimensional flows when object executes rotational motion. Although there are some papers that simulated unsteady flows containing objects in arbitrary motion by DSMC [5, 6, 7] , there is no mention of specific methodology for dealing with moving walls in these pa-
pers.
A novel and easy-to-implement moving boundary algorithm is given in present paper. This algorithm is able to rigorously handle moving objects that execute both translational and rotational motion for DSMC. Examples including shock formation, rotating equilibrium and periodic moving elliptical cylinder are calculated to verify the correctness of this algorithm.
Stationary boundary condition
Because of the decoupling of molecular motion and inter-molecular collisions in DSMC, molecules will fly along a straight line within the motion phase. Within a time step ∆t, according to the initial molecular position P 0 and velocity V 0 at the starting moment t 0 , the final molecular position without hitting wall can be obtained by P 1 = P 0 + ∆tV 0 . The line segment l P 0 ,P 1 connected by P 0 and P 1 is the molecular trajectory in ∆t. The surface of objects in DSMC is represented by a set of triangular elements (in threedimensions) or a set of line segment elements (in two-dimensions). If line segment l P 0 ,P 1 has a geometric intersection with wall elements, it indicates that the molecule will hit the wall during ∆t, and the intersection point P c is the molecular impact point on the wall. The impact moment t c can be obtained by
In DSMC, the molecular reflection velocity from the wall is determined by gas-surface interaction model. The most widely used model is the Maxwell model [4] , which is first used as a boundary condition of the Boltzmann equation in kinetic theory. The Maxwell model assumed that molecules either reflect specularly from the wall, or reflect diffusely from the wall with a half
Maxwellian distribution
where m is the molecular mass, K is the Boltzmann constant, T w is the wall temperature, V r is the molecular reflection velocity. The overall molecular reflection velocity distribution function of the Maxwell model can be written
where V spec is the molecular specular reflection velocity, δ is the Dirac delta function, σ τ is the proportion of diffuse reflection.
The molecular reflection velocity V r can be obtained by random sampling according to the distribution (3). After reflection from the wall, the final molecular position at the end of the time step can be obtained by
Moving boundary condition
The algorithm above must be modified when simulating flows involving moving objects. Firstly, the molecular incident velocity in the gas-surface interaction model is no longer the molecular velocity itself, but the molecular velocity relative to the wall
where V w is the wall's velocity, V i,M axwell is the molecular incident velocity required by the Maxwell model, and V r,M axwell is the molecular reflection velocity obtained by the Maxwell model. Secondly, because of the wall's motion, the geometric intersection of the line and the wall element is more difficult to obtain.
As shown in Figure 1 , the boundary decouple method is a straightforward way to solve moving boundary problems. It regard the wall as stationary in The boundary decouple method is easy to implement without strenuous code changes. However, the approximation in calculation of the collision between molecules and the wall will bring some errors to the simulation.
We analyzed the one-dimensional moving piston case to evaluate the errors caused by the boundary decouple method. The one-dimensional moving piston case is shown in Figure 2 . In this case, there is a moving piston with velocity v w , and the gas distribution function on the right side of the piston is f (x, v). At the starting moment t 0 of a time step span (t 0 , t 0 + ∆t), the piston is located at position x = 0. At the same time, suppose there is a molecule with velocity v 0 at x 0 . Then the moment when this molecule hits the piston is easy to calculate
If the impact occurs in this time step, then t c must satisfy
Bring (6) into (7), we can get an inequality that the position and velocity of molecules should satisfy
Because of the decoupling of molecular motion and inter-molecular collisions, there will be no inter-molecular collisions during molecular motion. Then, according to (8) , the rigorous number of molecules hitting the piston during a time step can be obtained by
However, the boundary decouple method treats the piston as a stationary wall during the molecular motion. So, the number of molecules hitting the piston when applying the boundary decouple method is
Then the error of N ∆t caused by the boundary decouple method is
As shown in Figure 3 , the integral region of ∆N ∆t in x-v plane is the shaded area between the line v = x/∆t and the line v = v w − x/∆t. The shaded area can be split into two parts by the x-axis. Correspondingly, the integration (11) can also be split as (12) can be written as
easy to find
where dN ∆t /dt can be considered as the error accumulation rate of N ∆t .
From (15), we can find that dN ∆t /dt depends on v w but does not depend on ∆t. It means that, unlike decoupling of molecular motion and inter-molecular collisions, the error caused by the boundary decouple method can not reduced by shortening the time step. The error accumulation rate dN ∆t /dt becomes unnegligible when the wall velocity v w is large. So, a rigorous moving boundary algorithm is necessary for simulations involving fast moving objects.
A rigorous moving boundary algorithm
The key to avoid the error caused by the boundary decouple method is to rigorously calculate the molecular impact point on the wall. An efficient algorithm for rigorously calculating the molecular impact point is given in present section.
In two-dimensional case, at the time t 0 , an object translating at velocity 
Before hitting the wall, the molecular trajectory in Oxy can be written as a function of t P Oxy (t) = P Oxy,0 + (t − t 0 )V Oxy,0 .
Line segment AB is an wall element on the surface of the object. In 
where θ 0 is initial angle between OO and the Ox axis at t 0 . The the coordi- 
where r is the length of OO . As shown in Figure 5 − y P Oxy (t) − r cos (θ(t)) cos (θ(t)) ,
where x P Oxy and y P Oxy is x and y components of P Oxy , x P O xy and y P O xy is
x and y components of P O xy . It is easy to find that when the molecular trajectory intersects with the line AB, it satisfies the equation It should be noticed that the existence of the roots of (22) does not mean that the molecular trajectory intersects the wall element AB for sure, it is also necessary to judge whether the intersection point corresponding to this root is within the range of the line segment AB.
The typical configuration of the function y P O xy (t) is shown in Figure   ( As mentioned above, the root is valid only when its corresponding intersection point within AB. If there are two valid roots, the first valid root t c is the real moment when the molecule hits the wall. After calculating the impact moment t c , we can complete the molecular position update of a time step
where P c = P 0 + V 0 t c is molecular position at t c , V c is molecular reflection velocity from wall, it can be obtained by the gas-surface interaction model.
Numerical validation
Three cases including shock formation, rotating equilibrium and periodic moving elliptical cylinder are calculated and analyzed to validate present method.
Shock formation
As shown in figure 2 , at time t=0, a stationary piston starts moving at velocity v w , and one side of the piston is filled with argon. When v w exceeds a certain value, a normal shock will be formed in front of the piston. This is an unsteady flow problem involving moving wall, and this problem has been analyzed by Brid in [4] . The relationship between the states on both side of a stationary shock is described by the Rankin-Hugoniot relations
where ρ, v, p and T denote density, velocity, pressure and temperature respectively, subscript 1 indicates the pre-shock state , subscript 2 indicates the post-shock state, γ is specific heat ratio, M is Mach number of incoming flow. The relationship between the moving wall velocity v w and the shock wave velocity v s can be derived by (24)
where M s is the Mach number corresponding to v s .
We simulated a moving piston at speed 1818 m/s in argon. The temperature of argon is 273 K, and the density of argon is 3.34 × 10 −7 kg/m 3 .
According to (25) the moving piston will cause a Ma 8 normal shock. Figure 7 shows the variation of shock density and temerature profile with time. In the figure, the abscissa is space and the ordinate is time, density and temerature is normalized to 0˜1. To reduse the excessive fluctuations casused by DSMC, the simulation was repeated 20 times and be ensemble averaged.
The theoretical shock trajectory is indicated by a black line. It can be found that the theoretical shock trajectory is located in the area where density and temerature changes dramatically. It should be noted that the density and the tempereture near the wall is not agree with the post-shock state given by (24) . As explained in [4] , this is because that at the beginning of the piston movement the airflow passes through the incomplete shock wave and form a entropy layer attached to the wall. Figure 8 gives the normalized density, temperature and velocity profiles 
where n is the molecular number density, d is the molecular diameter. In figure 8 the black marks is the calculated profiles of the moving shock, and the colorized lines is profiles of the stationary shock at Ma 8 calculated by the DS1V program [4] . It can be seen that two results are in good agreement.
Rotating equilibrium
As shown in Figure 9 , we simulated a square box rotates around its center with a angular velocity ω. The box edge length l = 5 m, the wall temperature T w = 273 K and the wall accommodation coefficient is σ τ = 1. Initially, 
Maxwell pointed out that the equilibrium rotating gas has a spatial uniform temperature, and the equilibrium rotating gas is stationary relative to the box. The rotation of the gas seems like adding a central force field to the gas, and its spatial density distribution can be derived by (27)
where O is the central point of the box, ρ 0 is gas density at O. Because of the conservation of mass, the spatial integration of (28) can be written as
where ρ 0 can be solved as conclusion that the rotating equilibrium gas has a uniform temperature. 
Periodic moving elliptical cylinder
where t per is the period of elliptic cylindrical motion.
The elliptical cylinder in periodic motion with periods of 0.04, 0.08, 0.16 and 0.32 seconds are simulated by the method presented in this paper. Figure   13 -16 shows the evolution of pressure field with time under different motion Figure 18 shows the unsteady aerodynamic force difference value of the cylinder at the same rotation angle. In figure 18 , ∆F x and ∆F y represent the difference value of F x and F y . It can be seen that ∆F x and ∆F y decreases with the increase of motion period, and the maximum value of ∆F x occurs when the absolute value of θ is about 20 •˜3 0 • , the maximum value of ∆F y occurs when θ = 0 • . This case demonstrates the ability of present method to simulate high-speed moving wall flows.
Conclusion
In this work, we analytically evaluated the computational errors of the boundary decouple method, we found that error accumulation rate of the boundary decouple method is proportional to the wall velocity but indepen- The key to avoid the error caused by the boundary decouple method is to rigorously calculate the molecular impact point on the wall. Bird proposed a rigorous one-dimensional moving boundary algorithm called piston boundary. However, it is difficult to extend the piston boundary method to multidimensional flows when object executes rotational motion. We presented a novel and easy-to-implement moving boundary algorithm. This algorithm is able to rigorously handle moving objects that execute both translational and rotational motion for DSMC. Three cases are used to validate this method, including shock formation, rotating equilibrium and periodic moving elliptical cylinder, the results calculated by present method show well agreement with analytical solutions and conclusions given in classical papers.
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